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ABSTRACT
Knowledge graphs (KGs) have been widely used to enhance com-
plex question answering (QA). To understand complex questions,
existing studies employ language models (LMs) to encode contexts.
Despite the simplicity, they neglect the latent relational informa-
tion among question concepts and answers in KGs. While question
concepts ubiquitously present hyponymy at the semantic level,
e.g., mammals and animals, this feature is identically reflected in
the hierarchical relations in KGs, e.g., a_type_of. Therefore, we are
motivated to explore comprehensive reasoning by the hierarchical
structures in KGs to help understand questions. However, it is non-
trivial to reason over tree-like structures compared with chained
paths. Moreover, identifying appropriate hierarchies relies on ex-
pertise. To this end, we proposeHamQA, a novel Hierarchy-aware
multi-hop Question Answering framework on knowledge graphs,
to effectively align the mutual hierarchical information between
question contexts and KGs. The entire learning is conducted in
Hyperbolic space, inspired by its advantages of embedding hierar-
chical structures. Specifically, (𝑖) we design a context-aware graph
attentive network to capture context information. (𝑖𝑖) Hierarchical
structures are continuously preserved in KGs by minimizing the
Hyperbolic geodesic distances. The comprehensive reasoning is con-
ducted to jointly train both components and provide a top-ranked
candidate as an optimal answer. We achieve a higher ranking than
the state-of-the-art multi-hop baselines on the official OpenBookQA
leaderboard with an accuracy of 85%.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Question answering; • Computing
methodologies→ Semantic networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

GAMA: Geometry-Aware Multi-Hop Question Answering over Knowledge Graphs
Running  example

What do cats have in common with 
most mammals?
A. four legs B. whiskers C. sharp teeth 
D. sharp claws E. glowing eyes

James drove his niece to her father.  
Where did he drive?
A. great granddad's house  B. family tree
C. brother’s house D. party E. family reunion
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What do cats have in common with most mammals?

A. four legs B. whiskers C. sharp teeth D. sharp claws
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Figure 1: A running example of inference for a real question in
CommonsenseQA over ConceptNet. It naturally depicts the tree-like
properties among question concepts (blue) and answers(red).

Complex question answering (QA) has been widely studied,
where models are trained to simulate how human beings make infer-
ences [15]. Because of the powerful capability of knowledge graphs
(KGs) in modeling structural real-world assertions in the form of
(head entity, relation, tail entity) [8, 41], they manifest promising
potentials to facilitate multi-hop QA. Holding the premise that an-
swers could be found as entities that are 𝐾 hops away from the
question concepts in KGs [14], many methods have been proposed
to infer over the neighbor entities and select the most relevant ones
as answers. Among them, question understanding and KG reasoning
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are two typical tasks. For KG reasoning, previous studies mainly
dedicate to locating answers by modeling paths from questions to
answers to extract the structural information [15, 26], or applying
graph neural networks (GNNs) to the retrieved question-specific
subgraph fromKGs [9, 28, 40]. Meanwhile, regarding understanding
questions, existing state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods solely rely on
large language models (LMs), such as BERT [7] and RoBERTa [19].
They neglect the fruitful underlying structure information in KGs,
which could significantly help the model to understand questions.
This may result in the limitation of the reasoning capability in
various real-world scenarios.

As shown in Figure 1, we provide an authentic running example
from CommonsenseQA [29] over a real-world KG, ConcepNet [27].
In this question, cats and mammals are a semantically hierarchical
pair that could be empirically recognized. Meanwhile, in Concept-
Net, we find an identically hierarchical structure among their neigh-
bors, i.e., is_a, as well as has_a among their 2-hop neighbors. The
reasoning processes intuitively shed light on the hierarchical struc-
ture among question entities and answer entities. In conclusion,
question concepts ubiquitously present hyponymy at the semantic
level, while this feature is also correspondingly reflected in the
hierarchical relations in KGs. It would be beneficial to perform
hierarchy-aware reasoning for multi-hop KGQA.

To this end, we are motivated to explore comprehensive reason-
ing by leveraging the hierarchical structures in KGs to facilitate
understanding the complex natural language questions. However,
performing a hierarchy-aware multi-hop KGQA is challenging be-
cause of two major reasons. Firstly, it is non-trivial to reason over
a hierarchical structure. Compared with chained paths, reasoning
over tree-like structures is more complicated. Secondly, the hier-
archical structure itself in multi-hop KGQA is complex. It relies
on expertise to identify appropriate hierarchies from multifarious
sub-trees that are highly related to the question.

To tackle these challenges, we propose a Hierarchy-aware multi-
hop Question Answering framwork on knowledge graphs, namely
HamQA, which effectively learns from the mutual hierarchical
information between question contexts and KGs. As an essential re-
search basis of this paper, we uniformly conduct the model learning
in Hyperbolic space, which is inspired by its remarkable advantages
of representing hierarchical structures [2, 5, 11]. For instance, [22]
visualizes the embeddings of WordNet, which intuitively shows
clear hierarchical structures between classes of mammals and ani-
mals with relation is_a. Therefore, in this paper, (𝑖) we integrate
the context semantics and guide a tailored context-aware graph
attentive propagation with Hyperbolic manipulations. We derive
the architecture on a Riemannian manifold. (𝑖𝑖) To preserve latent
hierarchical structure in the subgraph, we continuously approxi-
mate the hierarchies in the Hyperbolic space, by minimizing the
geodesic distances among relation-specific entities. (𝑖𝑖𝑖) A joint
optimization scheme is designed to regularize both tasks with each
other to achieve interdependently optimal hierarchies. As a final
output, HamQA is expected to provide the correct answer with a
top-ranked candidate with the highest probability score. Our main
contributions are summarized as follows:

• We formally define the problem of hierarchy-aware multi-hop
question answering over knowledge graphs.

• We capture the latent hyponymy from questions with a tailored
context-aware graph attentive network, and preserve hierarchical
structures in KGs with minimized Hyperbolic geodesic distances.

• We perform comprehensive reasoning to align both components
and understand complex question with KGs. The whole frame-
work is jointly optimized to provide top-ranked answers.

• Extensive experiments are conducted on two benchmark question
answering datasets. Our model consistently outperforms the
SOTA multi-hop KGQA baselines and achieve higher rankings
on the official OpenBookQA leaderboard.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
To distinguish notations in this paper, we denote scalars as low-
ercase alphabets (e.g., 𝑐), vectors as boldface lowercase alphabets
(e.g., 𝒆), and matrices as boldface uppercase alphabets (e.g.,W).

Definition 1. (Complex Question) Following previous study [14],
we consider a natural language question as a complex question when
its answer is an entity that could be located multi-hop away from the
question concepts in a knowledge graph.

Given a complex question with multiple choices, and a domain-
related knowledge graphG that contains a number of triples (ℎ, 𝑟, 𝑡).
We first extract question entities Q = {𝑞1, 𝑞2, 𝑞3 ...} and answer en-
tities A = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3 ...} from the KG. A subgraph is then retrieved
containing 𝑄 , 𝐴, and their 𝑘-hop neighbors, denoted as G𝑠𝑢𝑏 . A
triple embedding is represented as (𝒆ℎ, 𝒆𝑟 , 𝒆𝑡 ). In this paper, we
formally define the problem of hierarchy-aware multi-hop question
answering over knowledge graphs as below.

Given a domain-related G and a complex question, associated
with Q and A as input, we aim to answer this question over a
question-specific subgraph G𝑠𝑢𝑏 . The model is trained to auto-
matically capture the mutual hierarchical information between
question contexts and KG topological structures, and iteratively
optimized to provide a predicated answer 𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 ∈ A with the
highest probability score. The overall performance is evaluated
by the prediction accuracy comparing 𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 and ground truths.

3 APPROACH: HAMQA
This section elaborates on the rationales of how we tackle the
aforementioned challenges of conducting a hierarchy-aware multi-
hop QA on KGs. We first introduce the fundamental basis of this
paper with a Riemannian Hyperbolic space. The overall framework,
as illustrated in Figure 2, consists of three main components. First,
we capture the latent semantics from question contexts with a
context-aware Graph Neural Network in Hyperbolic space. Second,
we approximate to preserve the hierarchical structures on KGs with
a Hyperbolic KG embedding method in parallel. Finally, a joint
optimization scheme is proposed to train both components and
achieve the optimal comprehensive reasoning.

3.1 Curvature towards Hyperbolic Geometry
3.1.1 Riemannian Manifold. By approximating a small section of
the curve as part of a circle with radius 𝑥 in a 2D euclidean space,
curvature 𝑐 = 1/𝑥 intuitively describes the bending degree. Ex-
tending from a constantly curved surface to higher dimensions, we
obtain a 𝑑-dimensional manifold M𝑑

𝑐 . To facilitate computation,
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Figure 2: Our proposed HamQA, a comprehensive reasoning framework for multi-hop KGQA. We take a retrieved KG subgraph
as input and match the hyponymy in question contexts with the reflected hierarchical structure in KGs. The final score is
calculated to demonstrate the probability of an entity being a correct answer. The framework provides answers by prioritizing
the top-ranked candidates.

Table 1: Major manipulations and formalism for mapping
between the Euclidean Space and the Hyperbolic Space.

Manipulations Formalism in Hyperbolic Space

Exponential Map exp𝑐0 (𝑣) = tanh(
√
𝑐 ∥𝑣 ∥) 𝑣√

𝑐 ∥𝑣 ∥
Logarithmic Map log𝑐0 (𝑣) = tanh−1 (

√
𝑐 ∥𝑣 ∥) 𝑣√

|𝑐 | ∥𝑣 ∥

Möbius Addition 𝑢 ⊕𝑐 𝑣 = (1+2𝑐 ⟨𝑢,𝑣⟩+𝑐 ∥𝑣 ∥2 )𝑢+(1−𝑐 ∥𝑢 ∥2 )𝑣
1+2𝑐 ⟨𝑢,𝑣⟩+𝑐2 ∥𝑢 ∥2 ∥𝑣 ∥2

Multiplication 𝑢 ⊗𝑐 𝑣 = exp𝑐0
(
𝑢 log𝑐0 (𝑣)

)
each node 𝑢 is associated with a tangent space T𝑢M𝑑

𝑐 , which is
the 𝑑-dimensional first-order Euclidean approximation of 𝑢. A Rie-
mannian metric 𝑔 is applied to each 𝑢 as an inner product [2], with
which we obtain a Riemannian manifold defined as (M𝑑 , 𝑔M ), and
allow induction of the geometry with T𝑢M × T𝑢M → R.

3.1.2 Hyperbolic space. In this paper, we define Hyperbolic space
H𝑑

𝑐 with negative curvature −𝑐 as a Poincaré ball of a radius 1/
√
𝑐 ,

H𝑑
𝑐 = {𝑢 ∈ R𝑑 : 𝑐 ∥𝑢∥2 < 1}, 𝑐 > 0. To further simplify the

calculation, a bi-directional mapping is carried out for projection
between HyperbolicH and Euclidean tangent spaces T𝑢H via an
exponential map exp𝑐𝑢 (𝑣) and a logarithmic map log𝑐𝑢 (𝑣) below,
where ∥ · ∥ denotes the 𝐿2 Euclidean norm and _𝑐𝑢 = 2/(1 − 𝑐 ∥𝑢∥2)
is the conformal factor to Euclidean metric 𝑔E , which enables 𝑔H =

(_𝑐𝑢 )2𝑔E [2, 11].

exp𝑐𝑢 (𝑣) = 𝑢 ⊕𝑐
(
tanh(

√
𝑐
_𝑐𝑢 ∥𝑢∥

2
) 𝑣
√
𝑐 ∥𝑣 ∥

)
, (1)

log𝑐𝑢 (𝑣) =
2√︁
𝑐_𝑐𝑢

tanh−1 (
√
𝑐 ∥−𝑢 ⊕𝑐 𝑣 ∥)

−𝑢 ⊕𝑐 𝑣
∥−𝑣 ⊕𝑐 𝑣 ∥

. (2)

3.2 Context-aware Graph Attentive Network
To capture the implicit hierarchies in questions, in this component,
we design a context-aware Graph Attentive Network which is tai-
lored in Hyperbolic space, CGAT in short. The message passing

is built upon an attentive propagation subject to the context infor-
mation, where important nodes are valued with higher attention
scores. We employ pre-trained LMs to obtain the representation
vector of contexts. To avoid confusion, we specially denote this
vector as C instead of c, which could be hardly distinguished from
curvature 𝑐 .

As the model learning is uniformly conducted to understand
questions with the hierarchical information in KGs, we extend the
traditional graph attention network [34], 𝒆 (ℓ+1)

𝑖
= 𝑓

(∑
𝑗∈N𝑖

𝛼𝑖 𝑗𝒎𝑖 𝑗

)
+𝒆 (ℓ )

𝑖
to Hyperbolic space. In order to enable efficient computation

on a Euclidean tangent space T𝑢H , we realize the projection back
and forth between two spaces with exp𝑐𝑢 (𝑣) and log𝑐𝑢 (𝑣). As listed
in Table 1, we summarize all the related Hyperbolic manipulations
and formalism, which are corresponding to the ones in Euclidean
spaces, e.g., Addition and Multiplication. Notably, Möbius multi-
plication is obtained via exp𝑐0 (𝑣) and log𝑐0 (𝑣), where the tangent
space is mapped at node 0 ∈ H𝑑

𝑐 .
Different from existing models, e.g., [9] and [40], where message

are modeled for capturing the entity types and relation types, we
employ a triple-level message passing with all the tail entity em-
beddings 𝑒𝑡 from (𝒆ℎ, 𝒆𝑟 , 𝒆𝑡 ) ∈ H3×𝑑𝑐 , which is headed by the target
head entity embedding 𝑒ℎ . This recursively captures the higher-
order relational information in the Hyperbolic space and does good
in learning from the hierarchies. We denote this community of
neighbors of ℎ asNℎ . Accordingly, the message is defined as below,

𝒎𝑡 =𝑾 ⊗𝑐 (𝒆ℎ, 𝒆𝑟 , 𝒆𝑡 ), (3)

where the message from a neighbor triple 𝒎𝑡 (𝑡 ∈ Nℎ) is computed
by projecting the Hyperbolic triple embedding (𝒆ℎ, 𝒆𝑟 , 𝒆𝑡 ) with a
trainable matrix𝑾 for the linear transformation, obtained by the
Möbius multiplication ⊗𝑐 .

3.2.1 Context-aware Attention. Given a mass of messages from
𝑡 ∈ Nℎ , identifying their importance respectively is what traditional
graph attention networks aim to achieve. In this component, we
are dedicated to only prioritizing the information that contributes
to answering the question. Therefore, we propose context-aware
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attention tailored to multi-hop KGQA. Specifically, we effectively
concatenate the context representation C with each message 𝒎𝑡

during the calculation of its attention score. This serves as a con-
straint to guide message propagation by focusing on more impor-
tant neighbors. 𝑎(ℎ, 𝑟, 𝑡) is calculated by

𝑎 (ℎ,𝑟,𝑡 ) = exp𝑐0 𝚿
(
log𝑐0 (𝒎𝑡 ∥C)

)
, (4)

where Ψ is a LeakyReLU activation function, and ∥ denotes the
concatenation function. The concatenated vector (𝒎𝑡 ∥C) is first
projected to the tangent space T0H with log𝑐0 for computation by
Ψ, and then mapped back to the Hyperbolic space with exp𝑐0.

To allocate proportions of all the messages from Nℎ for repre-
senting entity ℎ, through normalizing all weights with a softmax
function, we have,

𝛼 (ℎ,𝑟,𝑡 ) =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑎 (ℎ,𝑟,𝑡 ) )∑

(ℎ,𝑟 ′,𝑡 ′ ) ∈Nℎ
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑎 (ℎ,𝑟 ′,𝑡 ′ ) )

. (5)

Once weighted, all 𝛼 (ℎ,𝑟,𝑡 ) from Nℎ are used to derive a linear
combination of all neighbor embeddings as the final output of the
current target entity ℎ during current propagation, formulated as
follows,

𝒆ℓNℎ
=

∑︁
(ℎ,𝑟,𝑡 ) ∈Nℎ

𝛼 (ℎ,𝑟,𝑡 ) ⊗𝑐 𝒎ℓ
𝑡 . (6)

Under the overall architecture proposed for a context-aware
attentive propagation, we effectively aggregate the information
transmitted, and the Hyperbolic embedding 𝒆 (ℓ )

ℎ
∈ H𝑑𝑐 of entity ℎ

is updated in each layer as

𝒆 (ℓ+1)
ℎ

= exp𝑐0 𝑓
©«log𝑐0 (

∑︁
(ℎ,𝑟,𝑡 ) ∈Nℎ

𝛼 (ℎ,𝑟,𝑡 ) ⊗𝑐 𝒎𝑡 )ª®¬ ⊕𝑐 𝒆 (ℓ )ℎ
. (7)

where 𝑓 (·) is a multi-layer perceptron. The previously learned
𝒆ℓNℎ

∈ H𝑑𝑐 is first similarly projected to the tangent space with
log𝑐0 (𝑣) to simplify the activation computation in a Euclidean space,
and immediately projected back to the Hyperbolic space H𝑑

𝑐 with
exp𝑐0 (𝑣) for manipulations with 𝒆 (ℓ )

ℎ
. After reaching the plateau of

model training, we could eventually obtain the final context-aware
embedding for each entity from G𝑠𝑢𝑏 .

3.3 Preservation of Hierarchical Structures
In parallel with capturing context information, we introduce the
details of KG reasoning in this subsection, where the model continu-
ously approximates hierarchical structures among question entities
and answer entities in G𝑠𝑢𝑏 .

We focus on representing entities in a relation-specific manner
since relations primarily lay decisive influences on forming the
hierarchies. To maximally preserve the geometrically hierarchical
features, we leverage a Hyperbolic KG embedding referring to [2]
as an auxiliary constraint. Based on traditionally translational mod-
els [3], 𝑒ℎ + 𝑒𝑟 = 𝑒𝑡 , where Euclidean distances are used to measure
the similarity between 𝑒ℎ and 𝑒𝑡 , the basic idea is extended from
Euclidean to Hyperbolic by introducing the Hyperbolic distances,
namely geodesic distances. This measures the relatedness between
a pair of head entity ℎ and tail entity 𝑡 , formulated as below,

𝑑M (ℎ, 𝑡) = 2
√
𝑐
tanh(

√
𝑐 ∥ − 𝑒ℎ ⊕𝑐 𝑒𝑡 ∥). (8)

Additionally, two entity-specific scalar biases 𝑏ℎ and 𝑏𝑡 are uti-
lized to determine the decision boundaries ofℎ and 𝑡 in the Poincaré
Ball subject to current relation 𝑟 . The score function for this com-
ponent is written as

𝜙H (𝑒ℎ, 𝑟 , 𝑒𝑡 ) = −𝑑 (𝑟 )
H𝑑

(
exp𝑐0 (R log𝑐0 (𝑒ℎ)), 𝑒𝑡 ⊕𝑐 𝑟ℎ

)2 + 𝑏ℎ + 𝑏𝑡 , (9)

where 𝜙H is the logistic sigmoid indicating the probability of the
link prediction in KG reasoning, R ∈ H𝑑×𝑑𝑐 is a diagonal relation
matrix used to transform the head entity embedding 𝑒ℎ ∈ H𝑑𝑐 ,
and 𝑟ℎ ∈ H𝑑𝑐 is a Hyperbolic translation vector of relation 𝑟 . The
Hyperbolic embedding 𝑒ℎ is first projected to the tangent space
with log𝑐0 (𝑣) for transformation with R likewise, and projected back
to Hyperbolic with exp𝑐0 (𝑣). After applying Möbius addition on
𝑒𝑡 and 𝑟ℎ , the geodesic distances is obtained via 𝑑 (𝑟 )

H𝑑
. It would be

considered to constitute a part of the hierarchical structure when
the embeddings of a pair of ℎ and 𝑡 among question and answer
entities satisfy a sphere with a radius of

√︁
𝑏ℎ + 𝑏𝑡 .

3.4 Joint Optimization Scheme
To perform comprehensive reasoning, we effectively integrate the
training of two components above with a joint optimization scheme.
In this subsection, we first introduce the training targets for each
task respectively, then joint training is proposed with the overall
combination of loss functions.

3.4.1 Discrimination-Encouraged Inference. The model is expected
to identify the answers guided by the integrated context information
C. During the final inference stage, a probability score of an answer
entity being correct is calculated by𝑀𝐿𝑃 (𝒆𝑎⊕C). We encourage the
discrimination between correct answers and distractors. Therefore,
we adopt a cross-entropy loss for training the context-aware attentive
propagation and model inference, namely L𝐼𝑛𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ,

L𝐼𝑛𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑀𝐿𝑃 (𝒆𝑎 ⊕ C)∑
𝑎′∈𝐴 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑀𝐿𝑃 (𝒆𝑎′ ⊕ C) , (10)

where 𝑒𝑎 and 𝑒𝑎′ are Hyperbolic embeddings of correct and dis-
turbing answers respectively, 𝑎, 𝑎′ ∈ 𝐴. The loss is expected to be
minimized for prioritizing the correct answers.

3.4.2 Margin-Based Hierarchy Approximation. As G𝑠𝑢𝑏 contains
limited entities, to effectively train the approximation into hier-
archies, we augment the negative sample set following [2] with
synthetic triples by randomly replacing the tail entities as (ℎ, 𝑟, 𝑡 ′),
𝑡 ′ ∈ G𝑠𝑢𝑏 . The KG embedding is trained to minimize the triple
margin loss, denoted as L𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐 ,

L𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐 =𝑚𝑎𝑥 ((𝜙H (𝑒ℎ, 𝑟 , 𝑒𝑡 ) + 𝛾 − 𝜙H (𝑒ℎ, 𝑟 , 𝑒𝑡 ′ )), 0) , (11)

where 𝛾 is a scalar margin value used to train the model to dis-
tinguish positive and negative triples. By setting a suitable 𝛾 , the
Hyperbolic geodesic distance between positive pairs 𝜙H (𝑒ℎ, 𝑟 , 𝑒𝑡 ) is
expected to be smaller than 𝜙H (𝑒ℎ, 𝑟 , 𝑒𝑡 ′ ) between negative pairs.

3.4.3 Joint Learning. In this part, we jointly train both components
in the framework by combining two loss functions above,

L𝐽 𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 = L𝐼𝑛𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝜔L𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐 . (12)
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Table 2: The statistical information of two QA datasets.

Dataset Question Choices Train Dev Test

CSQA 12102 5 9741 1221 1140
CSQA(IH)∗ 12102 5 8500 1221 1241
OBQA 5957 4 4957 500 500

∗ As the official test set of CSQA is not publically available (predictions are evaluated
bi-weekly via the leaderboard), we employ in-house (IH) data split used in [15].

To mitigate impacts from irrelevant neighbors, we employ 𝜔 as
a weight to constrain L𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐 .

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of HamQA, in this section, we aim to
answer four research questions:
• RQ1 (Effectiveness): How effective is HamQA compared with
the state-of-the-art multi-hop KGQA models?

• RQ2 (Parameter analysis): How do hyperparameters influence
the performance of HamQA?

• RQ3 (Ablation study): How does each component of HamQA
contribute to its performance?

• RQ4 (Case study): How does our proposed HamQA perform
comprehensive reasoning in real-world QA scenarios?

4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 QA Datasets. For fair comparison, we conduct experiments
on two benchmark QA datasets following previous studies [9, 40],
CommonsenseQA [29] and OpenBookQA [21].
CommonsenseQA, abbreviated as CSQA, is constructed as a multi-
ple choice QA dataset with five choices for each question. To answer
12,102 questions in it, a background of commonsense knowledge
is required. As the official test set is only used for a leaderboard,
we first evaluate the model performance with the in-house (IH)
data split used in [15]. OpenBookQA, OBQA for short, contains
5,957 multiple choice questions equipped with 4 choices. Answer-
ing OBQA questions requires a broad common knowledge of core
science facts and applications. The statistical details are summa-
rized in Table 2, where CSQA and CSQA(IH)* represent the official
dataset and the IH split respectively.

Since both owners of two datasets maintain an authoritative
leaderboard, we further provide our rankings and compare with
related records in the following subsection.

4.1.2 Background Knowledge. We adopt ConceptNet [27], a large
commonsense KG as the knowledge background. It consists of over
8 million commonsense entities linked by 34 condensed relations,
describing abundant hierarchical relationships between real-world
entities with Part_Of, Has_Prerequisite, Has_A and Is_A, Causes, etc.
It serves as the background knowledge to facilitate our compre-
hensive reasoning on both datasets. Each time before a question
is inputted to the model, we retrieve a question-specific subgraph
G𝑠𝑢𝑏 from ConceptNet. G𝑠𝑢𝑏 consists of all 2-hop neighbors of both
question entities and answer entities.

4.1.3 Baselines. For fair evaluation, we aim to compare HamQA
with existing models from three important perspectives in general.

• Four fine-tuned language models, BERT-Base, BERT-Large [7],
RoBERTa-Large [19], AristoRoBERTa [6]. Notably, AristoRoBERTa
is only applicable for tasks on OpenBookQA. Methods equipped
with AristoRoBERTa could integrate additional scientific facts as
pieces of evidence for inference.

• HamQA is expected to outperform three embedding-based rea-
soning methods: RGCN [26], RN [24] and GconAttn [36]. We
extend these relational graph embedding methods to predict
answers following prevailing work.

• Three SOTA multi-hop KGQA algorithms, KagNet [15], MH-
GRN [9] and QA-GNN [40] are included to show the effectiveness
of comprehensive reasoning with hierarchical information.

4.2 Main Results
To answer RQ1, we evaluate HamQA and conduct experiments
on two benchmark datasets respectively. We use Accuracy (ACC.)
as the main evaluation metric, which measures the proportion of
questions that are predicted correctly among total questions. For
CommonsenseQA in-house split, we apply the pre-trained RoberTa-
Large to all baseline models and HamQA, main results are sum-
marized in the first two columns of Table 3. ‘w/o KG’ in the first
line means we directly use a fine-tuned LM to predict answers.
HamQA achieves comparable improvements of 0.75% and 0.87%
when compared with the best model. For OpenBookQA, we lever-
age the benchmark LM AristoRoBERTa to enhance the inferential
ability of all models with additional facts, and list the results in
the first two columns of Table 5. HamQA significantly outperforms
the best model QA-GNN with improvements around 2.74% and
2.27%. Also, its superior performance over embedding-based meth-
ods also reflects the value of learning from G𝑠𝑢𝑏 . We also make an
interesting observation that additional information in LMs could
significantly improve the model inference. In CommonsenseQA,
the performance of RoberTa-Large without KG is worse than all
baselines, however, AristoRoBERTa itself could surprisingly perform
better than most of the baselines by integrating additional evidence.

2 3 4 5 6 7
Number of CGAT Layers
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CSQA-IHDev
CSQA-IHTest
OBQA-Dev
OBQA-Test

Figure 3: Changes in performance as the number of layers in
CGAT increases.

4.2.1 Leaderboard Rankings. For authoritativeness, we submit our
prediction results on the official test sets to the official leaderboards
of CommonsenseQA and OpenBookQA respectively. Table 4 lists
all the related records and methods, including both off-the-shelf
methods and anonymous submissions. On the bi-weekly reviewed
CommonsenseQA leaderboard, we achieve a comparable ranking to
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Table 3: Performance comparison on CommensenseQA in-house split.

Methods
RoBERTa-Large BERT-Large BERT-Base

IHdev-Acc. IHtest-Acc. IHdev-Acc. IHtest-Acc. IHdev-Acc. IHtest-Acc.

w/o KG 73.07% 68.69% 61.06% 55.39% 57.31% 53.47%

RN [24] 74.57% 69.08% 63.04% 58.46% 58.27% 56.20%
RGCN [26] 72.69% 68.41% 62.98% 57.13% 56.94% 54.50%
GconAttn [36] 72.61% 68.59% 63.17% 57.36% 57.27% 54.4%

KagNet [15] 73.48% 68.94% 62.35% 57.19% 55.67% 56.15%
MHGRN [9] 74.45% 71.34% 63.28% 60.59% 60.35% 57.19%
QA-GNN [40] 76.31% 73.27% 63.19% 59.68% 62.32% 58.30%

HamQA (Imp.%) 76.88%(+0.75) 73.91%(+0.87) 63.85%(+0.90) 61.04%(+0.74) 62.79%(+0.75) 59.27%(+1.66)

Table 4: Leaderboard records of related models for Common-
senseQA and OpenBookQA (sorted by rankings).

CommonsenseQA OpenBookQA

RoBERTa Records AristoRoBERTa Records

+ KagNet [15] 0.589 + w/o KG 0.778
+ CSPT 0.696 + PG [35] 0.802
+ IR 0.721 + MHGRN [9] 0.806
+ FreeLB [42] 0.731 + HGN [39] 0.814
+ KE 0.733 + AMR-SG [38] 0.816
+ KEDGN 0.744 + CGR [37] 0.824
+ MHGRN [9] 0.754 + QA-GNN [40] 0.828
+ QA-GNN [40] 0.761 UnifiedQA(T5-11B) [13] 0.872

+ HamQA (Ours) 0.759 + HamQA (Ours) 0.850

QA-GNNwith the accuracy at 75.9%. On OpenBookQA leaderboard,
we are ranked higher than all the KGQA baselines with the perfor-
mance of Acc.=85%, regardless of KagNet and MHGRN which are
not ranked with no submissions. We obtain improvements of 9.25%
over AristoRoBERTa and 2.66% over QA-GNN. Though UnifiedQA
ranks higher than ours, both the LM they used, i.e., T5 [23] and the
model itself own a much larger size of parameters than ours.

4.3 Parameter Analysis
We investigate the impacts of different hyperparameters in this
paper. Since the hypothesis is carried out based on Hyperbolic
space, curvature 𝑐 lays decisive influences on the representation
ability. As empirically studied by previous works, we set 𝑐 = 1 as a
hyperparameter without further tuning.

4.3.1 Graph Layer ℓ of CGAT. Empirically, the layer number in the
architecture of CGAT allows informative aggregation from valuable
neighbors within corresponding reaches, which makes choosing an
appropriate layer number an important problem. Figure 3 shows
the changes of model performance with RoBERTa when employing
an increasing number of layers. It could be easily found that the
performance reaches the summit at 𝑙 = 4 for both IHDev and IHTest
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Figure 4: Impact Analysis of the margin value 𝛾 on Common-
senseQA and OpenBookQA.

sets on CommonsenseQA, and it is 𝑙 = 5 for both Dev and Test
datasets on OpenBookQA. In conclusion, we consider the layers to
be congenitally determined by the hierarchical structures in G𝑠𝑢𝑏 .

4.3.2 Search of Margin 𝛾 . To facilitate the training in the second
component, margin𝛾 is required to be cautiously decided. We face a
dilemma that on one hand, we expect a larger 𝛾 for a more sensitive
perception of tough negative samples that are similar to the positive
ones. However, this may lead to harder convergence of the model
performance. On the other hand, easy training with a smaller 𝛾
would damage the model’s capability to identify negative triples.
Figure 4 compares the performance of HamQA with RoBERTa as
𝛾 increases. Specifically, we search for an appropriate value from
[0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1]. As a result, we find that 𝛾 = 0.2 is consistently
the best and uniformly apply it on both datasets.

4.4 Ablation Studies
In this subsection, we answer RQ3 from three aspects, by elaborat-
ing on details of studies on different components in HamQA.

4.4.1 Analysis on Varying Language Models. Sufficient ablation
studies on SOTA methods reveal the crucial role of an LM for multi-
hop KGQA. The performance of the same architecture with different
LMsmay surprisingly vary by around 13.84% to 15.76% on Common-
senseQA IHdev set [9], which shows LMs’ decisive influences. Thus,
we vary different LMs to evaluate the dependency of HamQA on
the current benchmark LM. Specifically, we replace RoBERTa-Large
with BERT-Base and BERT-Large on CommonsenseQA following
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Table 5: Performance comparison on OpenBookQA official split.

Methods
AristoRoBERTa∗ RoBERTa-Large BERT-Large

Dev-Acc. Test-Acc. Dev-Acc. Test-Acc. Dev-Acc. Test-Acc.

w/o KG 79.91% 78.40% 66.76% 64.80% 62.55% 60.17%

RN [24] 78.40% 75.35% 67.00% 65.20% 63.01% 61.79
RGCN [26] 77.95% 74.60% 64.65% 62.45% 62.54 60.98
GconAttn [36] 74.02% 71.80% 64.30% 61.90% 62.04 59.22

MHGRN [9] 81.44% 80.60% 68.15% 66.87% 63.40% 61.79%
QA-GNN [40] 83.58% 82.71% 72.40% 70.39% 64.98% 63.26%

HamQA (Imp.%) 85.87%(+2.74) 84.59%(+2.27) 73.36%(+1.33) 71.12%(+1.04) 65.85%(+1.34) 64.33%(+1.69)
∗ Notably, AristoRoBERTa is only applicable for OpenBookQA. Methods equipped with AristoRoBERTa could integrate additional scientific facts as pieces of evidence for inference.

Table 6: Comparison between HamQA and HomQA.

Methods
CommonsenseQA OpenBookQA

IHdev-Acc. IHtest-Acc. Dev-Acc. Test-Acc.

HomQA 0.7512 0.7220 0.7170 0.6905
HamQA 0.7688 0.7391 0.7336 0.7112

prevailing settings. Results are elaborately listed in Table 3. HamQA
outperforms all the baselines under two LMs, and achieves the most
improvements of 1.66% with BERT-Base on IHtest set, and 0.9% with
BERT-Large on IHdev set.

Similarly, we apply RoBERTa-Large and BERT-Large on Open-
BookQA in addition, and show the results in Table 5, where HamQA
consistently achieves the best performance with at least 1.04% im-
provements over the best baseline QA-GNN.

4.4.2 Investigation with hierarchy-only QA. In this part, we intu-
itively illustrate the importance of each component in compre-
hensive reasoning, where understanding question from the per-
spective of semantic hierarchies is indispensable. To be specific,
we simply remove the context-aware part and come up with a
hierarchy-only multi-hop KGQA, namely HomQA. Table 6 com-
pares the performance between HamQA and HomQA on both
datasets equipped with RoBERTa. This suggests the indispensable
effects of being context-aware during the message propagation for
multi-hop KGQA. Our intuition is that the attention score is cal-
culated with regard to the importance to current context. HomQA
neglects the context information, thus the training signal would
merely rely on the prediction loss, which results in a damage to the
holistic reasoning performance.

4.4.3 Exploration on the Importance of Hierarchy Approximation.
After investigating the importance of the first component, we fur-
ther ablate the second component in a decremental way. Specif-
ically, to explore the impacts of continuous approximation of hi-
erarchical structures, we adjust the weight 𝜔 of L𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐 within
[1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0]. The variation tendency of the overall
performance is shown as a heat map in Figure 5, colors changing
from shallow to deep indicates the performance increasing, and
vice versa. We make an interesting observation of two stages in the
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Figure 5: Ablation study on the weight of approximation of
hierarchical structures in KGs.

chart. Before reaching the turning points (i.e., the deepest lumps),
the prediction accuracy keeps increasing, while it promptly drops
as 𝜔 continuously decreases. This is mainly due to the complex
hierarchical structures in KGs. While information is attentively
propagated and the entity embedding is accordingly updated, some
irrelevant neighbors should no longer be kept inside current hier-
archy anymore. Thus, we still face a dilemma that on the one hand,
we expect a strict hierarchical structure with a larger weight of
L𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐 . Nevertheless, the noise would be inevitably introduced
if a compelling approximation is applied to the final training loss;
On the other hand, an inappropriate small weight may lose the
constraints on tree structures. When𝜔 = 0, the model could be con-
sidered to be context-aware only. This demonstrates the importance
of the second component. In this paper, we adopt 𝜔 = 0.001 and
𝜔 = 0.01 as final weights of L𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐 on two datasets respectively.

4.5 Case Study on Interpretability
To provide insights into the inference capability of HamQA, we
conduct case studies with real examples in CommonsenseQA. In
general, we aim to answer RQ4 from two aspects.

First, we compare the prediction results of RoBERTa, QA-GNN
and our HamQA with two examples in Table 7. (i) The ability to
handle negation is very important for multi-hop QA [40]. To com-
pare interpretability on negation, we adopt the first example, which
requires consciousness of ‘not have a pen or pencil’. Although
RoBERTa makes a wrong prediction, ‘write down’ is the closest
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Table 7: Case studies on model interpretability, compared with RoBERTa, and QA-GNN.

CommonsenseQA Examples RoBERTa QA-GNN HamQA

How would you express information if you do not have a pen or pencil?
A. Disagree B. Close mouth C. Write down D. Talk E. Eyes C. Write down (%) D. Talk (") D. Talk (")

James’s niece asked him about her grandfather. She was interested in what?
A. Family tree B. Family reunion C. Brother’s house D. Heirlooms D. Heirlooms (%) B. Family reunion (%) A.Family tree (")

Mammal

What do cats have in common with most mammals?
A. four legs B. whiskers C. sharp teeth D. sharp claws

Four
legs

Whiskers

Lion

Sharp 
claws Sharp 

teeth

Mane Wool

Long 
front teeth

Sheep

Rabbit
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Horse
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Figure 6: Case study on HamQA’s comprehensive reasoning
over commonsense questions containing hyponymy.

distractor regardless of the negation word. QA-GNN and HamQA
could provide correct answers as they both integrate the contexts to
understand questions. By using the second example, we study ques-
tions containing semantic hyponymy. Since only HamQA predicts
correctly, this demonstrates the superiority of our model to identify
the latent hierarchical information. Second, we further investigate
the advantage of HamQA on answering questions containing hy-
ponymy. Both RoBERTa and QA-GNN fail to predict correctly since
it requires comprehensive reasoning over hierarchical structures.
We interpret the reasoning process of HamQA when dealing with
such questions in Figure 6. It intuitively demonstrates the attention
weights of each entity in the aforementioned running example.
Both deeper colors and thicker edges represent larger attention
weights of one entity to another. The overall comparison generally
shows HamQA’s comparable performance of negated questions and
superior comprehension of hyponymy-involved questions, as well
as normal interrogative sentences.

5 RELATEDWORK
5.1 Hyperbolic KG Embedding
The majority of existing efforts dedicate to learning KG represen-
tations through Euclidean geometry, which proves to be merely
applicable for grids [10]. With the deluge of research interests on
Hyperbolic space [1, 4, 5, 18], many models have been proposed
to learn hierarchical structures in KGs with Hyperbolic geome-
try [16]. MURP [2] first introduces Hyperbolic to the community
of KG embedding with the exploration on Poincaré Ball. It shows
the superior performance on hierarchical relations, e.g., hypernym
and has_part from the real-world KG, WN18RR. ATTH [4] lever-
ages rotation and a tailored Hyperbolic attention. It proves that
Hyperbolic space could achieve the same performance as Euclidean

space with a much lower dimension. In this paper, we construct
Hyperbolic space with Poincaré Ball, and leverage the Möbius oper-
ations to facilitate the learning of mutual hierarchical information
in question contexts and KG structures.

5.2 Multi-hop KGQA
Recent efforts have been devoted to providing answers by reasoning
over a knowledge graph [12, 14? ], mainly including both semantic
parsing and information retrieval methods[17, 25]. KagNet [15] con-
structs a schema graph to effectively encode paths between topic
entities. [20] proposes to enhance the model reasoning ability by
learning from multiple external knowledge sources, e.g., Wikipedia.
However, both of them treat the question understanding and KG
reasoning as separate tasks. This makes models vulnerable to the
implicit information in question contexts, e.g., negation and con-
straints. Recently, several methods realize the shortcoming and
consider joint reasoning. MHGRN [9] iteratively updates the ques-
tion context embeddings during the reasoning with graph neural
networks [30–33]. It provides both interpretability and scalabil-
ity by combining path encoders and GNNs together. Followed by
QA-GNN [40], authors construct a working graph that embeds the
context as an entity, connected with topic entities by synthetic
relations.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present hierarchy-aware reasoning for multi-hop
KGQA at the first attempt. It sheds light on a novel and effective
perspective of understanding questions comprehensively. Through
three main components, (𝑖) context-aware graph attention network,
(𝑖𝑖) preservation of hierarchical structures on KGs, and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) a joint
optimization scheme, we effectively align the hierarchical informa-
tion between both question contexts semantically and KG structures
topologically. Extensive experiments on two benchmark datasets
demonstrate our outperforming performance over the SOTA meth-
ods. We also achieve a higher ranking than existing multi-hop
KGQA baselines on the official OpenBookQA leaderboard. While it
still remains a tough task to understand real-world complex ques-
tions like a human, as future work, we are motivated to further
explore comprehensive reasoning with sufficient topological struc-
tures among question concepts and answers in KGs, e.g., chains,
trees and circles, by adaptively modeling the inference over three
embedding spaces for various questions.
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